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Figure 1: Our tool enables users to explore speaker relationships in conversations through four selection strategies (S1–S4) across five views:
(a) summaries of episodes, (b) a timeline of utterances on demand, (c) a speaker connectivity network with edge thinning, (d) a detailed
mapping of emotions and utterances within a chosen episode, which is already highlighted in (c), and (e) close reading of utterances.

Abstract
Visualizing sentiments in textual data has received growing interest; however, representing emotions within interlocutor re-
lationships and associating them with the temporal progression of dialogues remains challenging. In this poster abstract, we
describe the ongoing work on a visual analytics tool designed for analyzing emotion trajectories within dialogue collections
composed of utterances from multiple speakers. The proposed tool provides exploration at different levels of detail to complex
multigraphs, where edges represent direct responses between speakers through their utterances. Our approach includes several
selection strategies for connecting different views: summaries of emotion transitions across dialogue groups, detailed analy-
ses of individual utterances within specific dialogues of interest in interlocutor networks, and close reading. The tool aims to
support model development in natural language processing by allowing users to explore text corpora interactively.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics;

1. Introduction

Visualization for natural language processing (NLP) has gained
increasing interest that discovers patterns and provides insights
into the semantics of language-related tasks. Among these, senti-
ment visualization, which emerges from opinion mining and af-
fect analysis, has been one challenging research area. It involves
identifying attitudinal content [MMSP14] in text and its associa-
tions with other linguistic features across different levels of de-
tail [NSS21, HMJ∗24]. Visualizing emotions in communication
data, in particular, presents distinct challenges due to the sequen-
tial and interconnected nature of conversations [KPK18].

Many text visualization approaches often treat textual data as
a unified block, focusing on summarizing statistics or analyzing
feature embeddings [BBDW14,HWKK23]. These approaches may
overlook the interaction sequences that produce the text. On the
other hand, while some methods account for the temporal aspect by
visualizing data as a series of exchanges between two parties, rela-
tively less prior work addresses complex tree-like structures mining
from multiparty dialogues, where responses can originate from any
participant within the conversation. Moreover, visualizing emotion
dynamics introduces further complexities as similar expressions
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can convey varied emotions depending on context, tone, and non-
verbal cues, leading to uncertainties in analysis methods [CSZS23].

To address these challenges, various visual analytics approaches
have been proposed that incorporate multimodal data. Video and
audio information are visualized at various detail levels as pan-
els or glyphs embedded in the text visualization and supporting
main text analysis tasks [ZWW∗20, WMW∗22]. Furthermore, to
capture the temporal dynamics of emotions, area charts linked with
word frequencies are commonly used [SDB∗15,HDP∗21]. The use
of network visualization techniques is often introduced to repre-
sent word clusters or sentence categories [SVS∗23]. Most papers
on emotion visualization focus on monologues or dyadic conversa-
tions. While there are many methods for network visualization of
user interactions, they often do not support tracking down to indi-
vidual utterances or provide multilevel navigation of the network
based on textual categories of each node or link [HKK22,SLT∗22].

In this poster abstract, we present our ongoing work designed for
visual analysis of emotion trajectories in multiparty conversations.
Our approach currently supports the tasks T1: navigating through
a complex multigraph where nodes represent speakers and edges
denote utterances, and T2: identifying dialogues of interest, visu-
alizing emotion flows between interlocutors, and offering a close
reading of the textual details. This tool aims to explore large-scale
dynamic multigraphs across different granularities while associat-
ing textual and structural aspects of conversations, for researchers
working on model development in NLP.

2. Implementation

The dataset we use for the current application is the Multimodal
Emotion Lines Dataset [PHM∗18, CHK∗18], which consists of
multi-speaker dialogues from the television comedy show Friends.
We constructed a network based on the sequential utterance data,
such that a connection is drawn whenever one character speaks im-
mediately after another.

T1: Navigation The dataset results in a dynamic multivariate
multigraph to visualize speaker relationships. It can be further di-
vided into subnetworks by criteria like episodes/scenes/meetings,
allowing detailed exploration of conversations in each episode and
utterances in each conversation. A primary challenge identified is
the clutter and responsive interaction difficulties in visualizing such
complex data in a web-based environment. To address this, a mul-
tilevel navigation workflow was introduced for efficient filtering
and navigation through the network. Users can apply four filter-
ing strategies: multi-selection of episodes for edge thinning (S1
in Fig. 1(c1–c2)), selection of a specific episode to isolate the lo-
cal network (S2 in Fig. 1(c–d)), selection of a conversation to see
emotion distributions (S3 in Fig. 1d), and selection of an utterance
within the conversation to read the associated texts (S4 in Fig. 1e).

Figure 2: The summary view (cf. Fig. 1a) interaction outcomes.

Summary View To support the selection of one (S2) or multi-
ple episodes (S1), our approach summarizes each episode to al-
low users to make decisions based on the summary (Fig. 1a), by

calculating a Markov transition matrix of each episode’s emotion
sequence. The most probable emotional shift (e.g., from anger to
joy) is the matrix cell with the highest probability value. This state
change from one emotion to another is represented by a gradient
bar consisting of two colors on the endpoint, following an emotion
color scheme used throughout the entire visual interface with con-
sideration of affective color guidelines [BPS17, AR22]. Addition-
ally, the opacity of these bars reflects the confidence of transition
occurrence. Users can organize the gradient bars either chronolog-
ically (Fig. 2a) or by specific emotion categories (Fig. 2b).

This feature directly links into the multi-selection interaction
(S1), where the brush size to perform edge thinning is determined
by grouping episodes sharing the same dominant emotional transi-
tion (e.g., all episodes with the most probable transition being from
anger to joy). Users also have the flexibility to fine-tune the gra-
dient’s smoothness (Fig. 2(b–d)) to enhance visual clarity or view
multiple emotion transitions arranged by their likelihood (Fig. 2e).

Close Reading When a user selects an episode gradient bar
(S2), Fig. 1b displays a detailed timeline of all dialogues within
that episode. In this timeline, each column signifies an individual
speaker, and the length of the bars represents the duration of each
utterance. The bars’ color corresponds to the emotion, consistent
with the established emotion color scheme. Additionally, the ver-
tical positioning of each utterance bar corresponds to its occurring
location within the episode’s timeline. Hovering over a bar high-
lights all utterances from the same dialogue (S3), which then leads
to the colored links in Fig. 1d. Selecting an individual utterance
bar (S4) automatically scrolls the close reading panel to the textual
content of that utterance for detailed analysis (Fig. 1e).

Network Representation The speaker network is drawn by a
force-based radial graph layout, using one edge to represent mul-
tiple interactions between two speakers (Fig. 1c). Upon a multi-
selection (S1), only edges in selected episodes are shown. When
there is a single selection (S2), this currently selected episode sub-
network is pulled towards the middle and highlighted in black.
Fig. 1(c–d) displays the network at different levels of detail side-by-
side for comparative analysis, with (d) offering a zoomed-in view
revealing every utterance as links between two nodes. A repulsion
force is applied to each link to distinguish them better.

T2: Emotion Visualization Following the workflow outlined in
T1, users can select dialogue from the episode group and then view
the emotion trajectories in Fig. 1d. Additionally, Fig. 1a highlights
the most likely emotion transitions per episode, Fig. 1b shows the
emotions in a timeline view, and Fig. 1e displays the source text of
interest.

3. Conclusions and Future Work

In this poster abstract, we have briefly introduced the ongoing work
of creating a visual analytic tool for emotion trajectories in multi-
party conversations. Future work includes training models to pre-
dict an emotion trajectory and visualizing the prediction results,
performing sequential and structural pattern mining, and refining
the layout further to minimize clutters and edge crossings.
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